
At 45 She Looks and Feels Fifteen Years Younger
 

By Pat Darcey

In a split second on a snowy, wintry surface, a very serious accident changed Annie’s life forever.
But some 12 years later, motivated by her first of many visits to Jersey Shore Body Wraps, Annie’s
got her life back – on an even better track!

Today she’s loving life and enjoying spending time with her friends and family.  But for Annie R., the road
back from a near-fatal vehicular accident produced surgery after surgery - 15 in all – as well as chronic pain
and severe bouts with depression.

“In 1996, I was 33 years old,” the Jersey shore native says.  “At the time, I was very active in sports and held
down a good job I really enjoyed.  Then, in an instant, there was the accident and everything changed. 
Following the accident I needed four shoulder and three lower back surgeries.  I had bone fusions as well as
surgery to my neck and nose, and five knee surgeries.” Annie  says that what followed was a series of countless
prescriptions for pain medications for chronic lumbar pain, arthritis, and depression.

“I guess years followed years without a whole lot of acknowledgment on my part,” she adds.  “I walked with a
cane. I tried accepting my life as it was but sank deeper and deeper into depression, partly because of the
chronic pain and partly because I wanted to be the person I was before the accident.’  She added that her
sedentary lifestyle also contributed to weight gain.

Then something happened. “One day,” Annie says, “while sitting on my sofa with my hand in a bag of Doritos,
I had an epiphany.”  “I remember telling myself this can’t be the way my life is going to be forever,” she says.
Then she remembered a friend told her about Jersey Shore Body Wraps and how the healing wraps benefit
mind, body and spirit. She called for an appointment. For Annie, that was the first step on her return to a more
normal life.

Annie says she’s happy to tell her story “because I believe, from personal experience, there’s always hope for
people suffering with physical and/or mental pain.”  She notes that the body wraps are “amazing the way they
make you feel.” She says she didn’t think she had the inner strength to pick herself up and get moving again,
“but the wraps were the motivator that got me started. They put me on the road back.  I trimmed more than ten
inches after my first visit!”

The women at Jersey Shore Body Wraps - Joanie Glander and Kathy Gliozzo – “were so gentle and caring” as
they explained each step along the way.  “I soon began taking Liquid Life®, a complete nutrition vitamin
available at Jersey Shore Body Wraps.”  As Annie had hoped, with regular body wraps and this new vitamin
regimen, she began feeling better.  “I found I had great energy,” she says. “I was learning to work with my
body.” 

Business partners, Joanie and Kathy, owners of Jersey Shore Body Wraps. indicated when Annie first arrived
at their door “she walked with a cane and experienced chronic lumbar pain complicated with arthritis.” 

Then, Joanie described the entire wrapping process to her, including the low impact activity during the wrap,
which is movement to maintain circulation.  Annie spent one hour on a “glider,” at three 20-minute intervals. 
“It was very easy and very comfortable for her,” Joanie says.

The body wraps and the vitamin regimen were having a positive impact on Annie’s mind and body. Slowly, she
re-introduced herself to the parts of her life she thought were gone forever as an outcome of her accident. 
“One day,” she says, “I thought I’d try to do a few things at the gym.”  After she joined the gym, she found she



“One day,” she says, “I thought I’d try to do a few things at the gym.”  After she joined the gym, she found she
was able to do far more than she had originally imagined. 

Annie says that “more miracles” followed.  “It’s been over a year now since I had my first wrap at Jersey Shore
Body Wraps and began taking Liquid Life.”  Happily, she says “I’m 45 but actually feel like I’m in my 30’s.”
She says she used to have days when she just couldn’t do anything.  “I don’t have those days anymore.”  She’s
very proud of the fact that she no longer walks with a cane and has shed those excess sedentary pounds.

Her personal secret to a successful road back includes “always making healthy choices.” Now she goes to
Jersey Shore Body Wraps every three weeks and credits them with being the catalyst that helped her turn her
life around. She is also a regular at the gym and says with a smile, “I never forget to take my vitamins.”

Joanie Glander says the Jersey Shore Body Wraps are for women, regardless of age, who want to improve their
appearance without costly/risky surgery, excessive exercise or heavy dieting. Says Kathy Gliozzo, “Our goal is
to provide a comfortable and nurturing environment where women can de-stress in a safe and chemical free
manner. We have created a soothing and healthful atmosphere to help our clients counteract the destructive
effects of our impure environment, stress and anxiety of everyday life.”

Annie adds she is thinner, more muscular, and has “cut down my pain meds by two thirds.”  After 12 years, I
had all but given up on changing my life.  I am so grateful to Jersey Shore Body Wraps for helping me help
myself.

Jersey Shore Body Wraps are located  at 2024 New Bedford Road, Wall, NJ.  They can be reached by phone
at 732-359-6687 or email at jerseyshorebodywraps@yahoo.com. Visit them on the web for more information
at www.jerseyshorebodywraps.com.
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